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Why It Pays to See Your Brand
Through the Eyes of Your Customer

Dear Fellow Marketer,
Picture this: Someone with a need for what you sell and the money to buy it clicks on
your website, drives past your storefront, or opens her mailbox and pulls out a postcard
promoting your product or service. What impression does she get?
From your perspective as a marketer, your brand identifies your company or
organization’s value and reputation. It defines your products or service categories and
differentiates you from your competitors.
To a buyer, your brand represents an emotional attachment – or detachment – to the
promises you’ve made to deliver on quality, service, price and satisfaction.
In this issue, we’re taking a look at a few of the ways in which your customers and
prospects may be exposed to your business and how shifting your perspective to theirs
can be eye-opening. Sometimes, a small detail left unchecked can make a monster
impression. We talked with Dave Taylor, founder of Taylor Brand Group, for our featured
story on branding that begins on page 6. Dave cautions us about the little “dings and
dents” in our brands that can cause serious damage.
How? In our “connected” world, a minor misstep with one is quickly multiplied to many.
An American Express survey revealed that on average, a consumer will tell 15 people
about good experiences with a company and 24 people about bad ones. Yikes.
The good news is most mistakes – if not all – can be fixed to help you find good
customers, generate positive and powerful word-of-mouth, and develop long-term
loyalty. As Taylor suggests, start with a brand audit of all your printed and digital
marketing communications, and bring the worst offenders up to date. Then, set a
schedule for revising the rest over time.
If the thought of reviewing all of your branded materials and how they work at each
of your customer touchpoints seems daunting, let us know. We can help you evaluate
what you have, what you need … and what you can do without.
All the best!
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Seeing Red or True to Blue?

OW COLOR SELLS
R

etailers who discount the influence of color

purchasing decisions are based on visual appearance,

on sales could be singing the blues. When

with 85% of consumers citing color as the primary

prospects first walk into your store, they make

reason why they purchase a product.1

a subconscious judgement about your retail
environment and its products within 90 seconds.

On every level from packaging to signage, color

How much of that first impression is based on color

impacts your sales. Whether it’s a permanent sign

alone? As much as 90%, according to researchers.

affixed to your building or a banner to announce a
special promotion, spending a few extra dollars for

Seems it’s never been truer that you only get one

color printing makes good sense. Color is a triple-

chance to make a good first impression. More than

threat, improving comprehension (73%), learning

half of shoppers say they won’t return to a store if they

(55-68%) and readability (40%).2

don’t like its look or aesthetics. Further, a full 90% of
02

Two Powerhouses
Ever consider why nearly all in-store sale signs are in

 Brown is thought to be earthlike, natural and durable.
The color speaks of simplicity and strength.

red? A study published in the journal, Emotion, finds that
people react faster and more aggressively when they see
the color red. Translation: They may spend more.

	 Green is synonymous with calm, freshness and health.
Lighter shades communicate serenity, while darker
greens are associated with affluence.

Consider, too, the use of blue in the logos of many banks
and other financial institutions. It seems the familiar phrase

	 Orange is a color full of life and excitement.

“true blue” is indeed accurate because the color prompts

It communicates fun, exuberance, playfulness

feelings of trust. A study by the Journal of Business

and vitality.

Research notes that customers are 15% more likely to
return to stores with blue color schemes than those
decorated with orange.

What’s Best for You?
Begin by considering your brand targets. Research firm
Shopify reports that women respond most favorably to
blue, green and purple, while disliking brown, grey and

	 Red invokes a passionate response, and is aggressive,
attention getting, energetic and provocative.
	 Purple is elegant, rich, and sophisticated, and is
associated with royalty, nostalgia, spirituality and
mystery.
	 White represents cleanliness and purity, making it a

orange. On the other hand, men like blue, green and

popular choice among healthcare and child-related

black, while responding negatively to brown, orange and

businesses and organizations.

purple.

	 Yellow invokes sunny feelings of hope and optimism.

Marketo takes a closer look, reporting shade by shade

Its brightness catches the eye and stimulates creativity

on how brand colors can affect your business:

and energy.

	 Black is employed by those who wish to communicate

Want to learn more? Ask us for our free 2015 report,

classic sophistication, and is often associated with

Email List Growth from the Small to Medium-sized

expensive or upscale brands.

Business Perspective.

n

	 Blue is likely the most popular choice for brand colors,
and is considered dependable, trustworthy, secure and
responsible.

Colorcom.com, Why Color Matters, Jill Morton

1

Academia.edu, Colour, Colour Everywhere ... In Marketing Too,
Rohit Vishal Kumar and Radhika Joshi

2
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Make a BIG IMPACT with
signs, banners and displays
New Customers Welcome
Nearly 8 in 10 (76%) people say they’ve gone into a
store they’ve never visited before because its signs or
banners caught their interest.

SIGN

VALUE

68%

76%
76%

Turn the Page! Signage Outworks Newspapers
The value of onsite signage is equal to 24 full-page
newspaper ads every year.

say they believe your signage and banners reflect
the quality of your products or services.

Leading the Charge
Almost 7 in 10 consumers (68%) have bought a product or
service because a sign or banner caught their eye.

Simple Yet Strong Sells
Top 3 sign characteristics that attract
the most customers:

Readability

Creativity

Bright Colors

Make yours a banner year!
Installing a new sign or banner can increase your
business by as much as nearly 16%.
04

Put Your Promotion in Motion

A

mericans now spend more than 100

• M
 agnets – Do you offer seasonal services?

hours a year commuting to work, with

Does your company car do double-duty for

a nationwide drive time average of

personal use, too? Consider repositionable

24.3 minutes, according to the U.S. Census

magnets. You get a custom treatment that

Bureau. For some 2.6 million Canadians, it takes

can be removed and reused multiple times

45 minutes or more on average to get to work,

or switched out for a second business or

says Statistics Canada.

product line.

Any way you slice it – for professional or personal

•	
Partial Wrap – For greater visual impact,

reasons – we all get our fair share of windshield

a partial wrap of colorful graphics can be a

time. For marketers, it’s a great opportunity to

stand-out in a sea of solid colors.

do some valuable brand promotion to a relatively
captive audience. How?

When thinking about aesthetics, resist the
temptation to throw everything into the design

Enter: vehicles graphics.

but the kitchen sink. The text – in particular your

Plenty of companies, large and small, that derive

contact information – needs to be big enough

the bulk of their business locally can increase

to be visible and on a background color that is

brand exposure and awareness around town with

legible. Size up!

“rolling promotions” all year long. On delivery runs

Go ahead and have some fun and flexibility with

or service calls – even when parked in lots – your

your graphics while staying true to your brand.

vehicle advertising is always “on,” visible and can

A prominent logo, recognizable color palette

make a lasting impression.

and familiar fonts that coordinate with your other

Here are some of today’s most popular options:

advertising and marketing materials will serve

• Logos and Lettering – This is a simple
application to a back window or door panel with
your company name, contact information and
logo. Want to change your message? They are
easily installed and removed.

you best.
When you consider the opportunities to share
your company name, website, phone number and
service specialties with thousands of potential
customers 24/7, it almost makes traffic jams and
back-ups a little more bearable. n
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IS REALITY
Why It Pays to See Your Brand
Through the Eyes of Your Customer
uilding a brand is hard; it takes many, many positive actions to establish a
unique position in the marketplace,” says Dave Taylor, founder of Pennsylvaniabased Taylor Brand Group. Competitive analyses, strategic planning and smart
investments aside, sometimes seemingly small mistakes undermine the best of a
brand’s intentions.
“What do you think when you see a lighting store with several
burned-out bulbs in its main sign? Or a business’ lobby with dead
plants? Does it suggest that’s how they pay attention to their
customers?” asks Taylor.
“The manager of the lighting store may enter through the back door each
day and never bother to check his store’s appearance from the road,” says Taylor.
Minor goofs, however, can still cause major damage.
“What is missing is a little extra attention to detail that can be as simple as developing
a routine the same way a flight crew checks a plane before takeoff,” he continues.
“Put yourself in the shoes of your customer or prospect, and do a figurative walk
around your brand. Encourage your employees to do the same. You may be surprised
what you find and how many dings and dents in your brand can be caught before they
do lasting damage.”
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Marketing Insider recently sat down with Taylor to talk

For instance, do you have a new logo, but you haven’t

about ways small businesses can bridge the gap between

updated it on all your materials? Or do some of

seller intent and buyer perception to drive better

your locations use outdated graphics? This can be

engagement and ultimately, long-term customer loyalty. It

disconcerting to a buyer and make them reconsider

starts, he says, with a 360-degree view of your brand . . .

a purchase.

from the customer’s perspective.

MI: What are B2B and B2C buyers looking for? What’s

MI: Define “the customer experience.”

important to them?

DT: First of all, we use the terms “brand experience” and

DT: Our first principle of branding is that people buy

“customer experience” interchangeably. Every way that a

brands that make them feel better about themselves. It’s

customer or prospect can interact with your brand is part

all about self-esteem. People want to be seen as a good

of that experience. This can include an online experience,

parent (I took my kids to Disney!) or altruistic (I donated

in store, customer service center and any kind of

to the United Way) or as a smart businessperson (I chose

communications from email to social media to traditional

IBM because they are strategic leaders in digital systems

advertising.

integration). It doesn’t matter if it’s B2B or B2C. The same

Managing this experience should be comprehensive and

principle applies.

involves sales, marketing, operations and finance. At least

So ask yourself what the self-esteem factors are for your

it should if you see your brand as a strategic asset and

brand. There can be more than one. Are there ways you

not just a logo and a tagline.

could more clearly deliver on them? One key difference

MI: How does it influence buyer decision-making if
your brand image and presentation are inconsistent?
DT: Buyers will find brand inconsistencies confusing. A
poorly worded email or shoddy signage or display system
can send unwanted messages of poor product quality or
service. Taking a close look at all your brand assets can

for B2B is that the buyer is spending his company’s
money, not his own, so his self image is usually tied to
looking good (self-esteem) as an employee, manager or
executive of the company.
MI: From a strategic point of view, what factors should
be considered about company branding?

reveal many inconsistencies in details that chip away at an

DT: Some companies look at their brand as little more

otherwise stellar image.

than a coat of paint on a house. They paint over it every
few years, but it’s mostly cosmetic. Big, successful brands
tend to look at their brand as more like the core structure
of the home. Everything about the house is there to
project a solid and repeatable brand experience.
Apple is an innovative company, but their brand is
really about allowing people to discover new things

08

“Some companies look at their
brand as little more than a coat of
paint on a house. They paint over it every
few years, but it’s mostly cosmetic. Big, successful
ones tend to look at their brand more like the core
structure of the home. Everything about the house is there to
project a solid and repeatable brand experience.”
– Dave Taylor, Taylor Brand Group

about themselves and express themselves in new ways.

They’ve begun to realize, though, that it’s a myth that

Products like the Macintosh computer, the iPhone,

social media is magic and free. A good social media

iTunes, even the iPad, have all done that. Apple’s brand

program takes a significant time investment and constant

is structured to build products that empower their

monitoring.

owners, and that’s where their amazing and valuable
brand loyalty comes from. So, make your brand a
strategic part of what you do as a business, not just a
fresh coat of paint.

Search engine optimization has become important for
many businesses, often because their competition has
beaten them to the top of the results page on Google.
Traditional advertising still plays a major role, and

MI: From a tactical point of view, what are the most

digital printing technologies have allowed brands

important steps small business owners and marketers

to economically produce high-quality signage,

can do to take their brand image from good enough

graphics and displays that used to cost far more.

to great?
DT: First of all, do a brand audit of all your stuff. By
that, I mean signage, business cards, displays, website,
promotional products, collateral and advertising.
Everything with your name on it. Put it all in one place
and study it. What do you see? There’s a good chance
you’ll find a lot of inconsistencies and outdated materials.
So, do a triage. What are the worst offenders? Update
them right away. Put a plan in place to bring other items
up to date on a schedule, like vehicle graphics or your
website content. Review your digital footprint and see
if you are sending too many emails, if your social media
really reflects your brand and if your website is clear
of outdated information. And, please, proofread your
website for errors; 99 percent of all websites have them.

MI: Is there anything unique to nonprofits that these
organizations should consider?
DT: The basic principles of branding are still the same,
but usually a nonprofit is selling an ideal rather than a
product or service. People still want to see themselves
as supportive of charitable organizations and other
nonprofits.
But brand is vitally important. Nonprofits have to make
sure theirs is relevant to their target audience as well.
And they should use the principles of branding to get
noticed and support a consistent, appealing image.
This is especially true for nonprofits that compete with
for-profit companies. This often occurs in the health care
and retirement community industries, for instance. n

MI: What do today’s marketers value in terms of
channels to grow brand awareness and preference?
DT: That really depends on the marketer and their unique
set of challenges. Of course, social media, nonexistent a
decade ago, has become a channel for many marketers.
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FACE TIME

@

How to Add More Value to Your Trade Show Marketing

I

f you’ve thought that trade show marketing no
longer has a place in today’s highly connected,
digital world where you can add new friends or

contacts at a click of a button, think again. As much
as communication changes, nothing has replaced the
power of a face-to-face meeting when you’re asking
someone to part with their money.
Some convincing statistics from the Center for
Exposition Industry Research:

10

•	77% of decision makers found at least one new
supplier at the last show they attended.
•	51% of expo attendees requested that a sales
representative visit their company after the show.
•	76% of decision makers asked for a price quotation
at the last show they attended.
•	46% of decision makers made purchase decisions
while attending a show.

90% of trade show
attendees have not
met face-to-face
with any companies
exhibiting at the show
in the 12 months prior
to the event.
Source: Center for Exposition Industry Research

If you’re absent from exhibiting at your industry events

✖ D ON’T skip goal-setting. Are you introducing a new

where you can spend valuable time with new prospects and

product or announcing an enhanced service? Prospecting

existing customers, chances are, your competitors are right

for new business in a specific industry? Set your objectives

there to take up the slack.

(e.g. 10 new orders, 50 contacts, 25 qualified leads, three
articles in trade journals, etc.) and track your results.

In fact, the same CEIR study reveals that 72% of marketers
participate in trade shows to get leads from new buyers and

✖ D ON’T miss the opportunity for competitive analysis.

prospects, 65% are there to see current clients – and more

Nearly three out of four event participants that purchase

than half attend because their competition is there.

once, then become a regular customer.1 How much of
this business is going to your competitors? Pick up their

Here are a few dos and don’ts to help you make the best

handouts and check out any demos or videos they may

use of time and drive the better return on your marketing

be showcasing to help further define your marketing

investment:

messages and points of differentiation.

✔DO your research. Once you identified the shows that

✖ D ON’T let prospects leave empty-handed. One thing’s

are a good fit for your organization and target market,

for certain: people like free stuff. And promotional

get the list of event registrants. Drive interest early

products are inexpensive ways to extend your brand

through pre-show mailings that “tease” your special

messaging. On average, a promotional item is kept

offers, giveaways or demonstrations. Have a social media

for seven months with nearly two-thirds given away to

following? It’s a cost-effective channel to generate “buzz.”

someone else.2

✔DO invite current customers. If personal meetings

✖ D ON’T neglect the follow-up. All of your efforts will be

have been few and far between, invite your existing

for naught if you fail to nurture your leads. Post-show

clients and have pre-set meetings scheduled prior to or

mailers can be pre-packaged and ready to drop the

after the show in a meeting space away from distraction.

moment you return. Simply include a handwritten note
that’s relevant to each prospect to personalize your

✔DO take a critical eye to your booth or display.

communication. Prioritize and divide the leads among

How long has it been since you’ve replaced your gear?

your sales team, working the strongest ones first.

If you’ve become a little too comfortable with normal
wear and tear, remember your prospects are seeing it for

Let us know if you can use an extra set of hands. We

the first time. Consider some of the newer lightweight,

can help with pre-event direct mail promotions, on-site

fabric displays that set up easily and are designed for

signage, displays, printed brochures and promotional

portability.

products, as well as post-event email marketing,

✔DO outfit your team in logoed apparel. Make it

fulfillment materials and more. n

easy for booth visitors to identify your team of experts,

1

while promoting brand awareness as your staff walks to,

2

from and around the trade show floor.

Event Marketing Institute and Mosaic, EventTrack 2014
Advertising Specialties Institute, Global Advertising Specialties
Impressions Study, 2014
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COMING TO TERMS

WITH SIGNS AND BANNERS

E

very industry has its own language that can be downright foreign to everyone else.
Here are a few terms to help you make sense of some of the typical lingo you’ll
encounter when choosing signs, banners and large graphics to inform, educate,
motivate . . . and sell. (There will not be a quiz.)

A

G

P

ACRYLICS: Acrylics are an affordable

GROMMETS: Metal rings which are

POLYSTYRENE: Inexpensive,

substitute for glass. They can be

placed in the corners or on the edges

lightweight and featuring a smooth

printed on directly or used as a

of banners and flags, grommets are

finish, polystyrene is often used for

base for adhering window decals,

anchors for D-rings or rope.

interior signage. Flexible, too, it’s

for example. You’ll frequently see
acrylics used in office lobbies and as

L

frequently the choice for signs that
have to fit a curved surface.

architectural signage.

LAMINATION: A thin film applied

PVC: Rigid plastic with a textured

ALUMINUM: A great choice for

on top of the final image, lamination

surface for a matte appearance,

outdoor signage, aluminum is meant

protects it from fade-inducing

PVC (polyvinylchloride) is ideal for

to withstand any weather conditions.

ultraviolet radiation and abrasion.

directional signs, menu boards, point-

Often featuring baked-enamel finishes,

Vehicle graphics almost always get

of-purchase displays and interior

typical applications include apartment,

some type of lamination; temporary

identification signs.

directional, parking and real estate signs.

signs usually do not.

S

M

SUBSTRATES: Substrate refers to any

MAGNETS: For flexibility, magnetic

material that receives an image. In

CANVAS: Provides outdoor

media is tops. Reusable and easy to

other words, the stuff you print on!

durability or indoor beauty in a
natural fabric. Canvas is perfect for
interior designs, high-resolution
photos or wall hangings.

install, magnetic signs are great for

C

D
D-RINGS: Attached to the corners of
large banners and flags, D-rings are
metal loops in the shape of the letter
“D” to which snap hooks or rope is
usually attached.

F
FOAM BOARDS: For temporary
indoor signs, presentation boards or
trade show exhibits, foam boards are
a cost-effective choice for lightweight
projects that need more rigidity than
12

poster board.

temporary signage and are a low-cost
alternative to lettering directly on
a vehicle.

V
VINYL: Durable and fade-resistant,
vinyl is frequently used for both

MESH: A type of vinyl substrate

indoor promotions and outdoor

that’s most often used for large

events signage.

outdoor wall or fence banners, mesh
reduces weight while its open weave
allows wind to pass through the
signage more easily.

N
NYLON: A synthetic fabric that’s
lightweight and highly flexible, nylon
is a go-to for trade show graphics
and other banners where portability
is prized.

W
WIND SLITS OR VENTS: Small
openings that are cut into banners
intended for display outdoors, wind
slits allow the breeze to pass through
to prevent rips and tears.
Talk to our sign professionals for
great ideas that save you time
and money, and deliver your
promotional messages in a big way.

Double Duty:
Signs PLUS Digital Media

InfoTrends asked
types
marketers, “What
u
of signage have yo
a
used that included
to
link or connection
low
digital media?” Be
s of
are the percentage
top responses:

56.6

Banners

14.9

Other

11

14.9

POP
Displays/
Signs

14

Decals

10.1

8.3

Posters

Source: Wide Format Printing:
Critical Element in the Communications Mix, InfoTrends, 2013

Backlit
Displays

Signs

YOUR BRAND:

UNRIVALED ... OR UNRAVELED?
GET YOUR FREE SELF-ASSESSMENT GUIDE!
Whether your business is B2B, B2C or you represent a
nonprofit, this guide can help you to tie together your
branding across multiple channels to improve awareness,
reach new customers or donors . . . and grow! We’ll help you
evaluate your brand through a series of questions, like:
• Brand Identity: Your Logo – Strong brands help build
strong businesses, including attracting new customers
and commanding higher prices over competitors. Is your
brand working hard enough for your company?
• P
 rinted Materials – Nearly three-fourths of U.S. consumers
and 67% of Canadian consumers say they prefer direct
mail for brand communications. Are you using the right
channels to reach your customers?
• Interior & Exterior Signage – Fifty percent of consumers
say they drove past a business they were looking for
because of poor signage.
We’ll also review your Trade Show/Event Marketing, Web
Presence and Content Marketing strategies to make sure
your brand is well-represented . . . plus give tips to strengthen
ties across your top marketing channels.

YOUR BRAND:

UNRIVALED...O
R

UNRAVELED?
A business self-asse
ssment to guide
and help you build
awareness,
create interest and
drive growth

Ask us for this FREE
must-have resource for
your marketing library!

